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DISH Empowers Employees 
Through Preference-Based 
Scheduling

When asked, what are some of the biggest challenges that contact centers face today, 
Gregory King, Business Operations Manager in WFM, at DISH replied, “without question, 
employee engagement and employee attrition. Employees today want more of a say in 
their schedule and require flexibility. Without a solution to this, attrition will continue to 
be high in the industry.”

Dish set out to address this challenge by piloting a system that allows employees to 
create personal schedules based on their needs and constraints. As more employees start 
to work from home, the urgency for this type of model increases.

TRANSITION TO PREFERENCE BASED SCHEDULING
To help address employee satisfaction, Dish transitioned from traditional shift bidding 
to a more flexible preference-based scheduling process. The shift bidding process was 
not meeting internal goals, so Dish used a preference-based approach to improve morale 
while also increasing schedule efficiency.

How did it work? Standard contracted employees input their base shift preference 
quarterly using Calabrio Teleopti WFM preference functionality. Dish’s resource team 
used that data to plan the base resource needs based on employee preferences.

Schedules are optimized for a well-balanced result between preferences and customer 
need – meeting employee and customer expectations.

• Forecast is created, analyzed and averaged into a single week forecast for the  
entire period

• Agents enter preferences

• Agents are ranked based on performance

• Schedules are created based on 100% fulfillment of agent’s preferences

• Schedules are optimized with higher ranking agents maintaining a higher 
preference fulfillment

• Average week forecast is replaced with actual forecast

• Lowest ranked agents are re-optimized
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THE CHALLENGE
Needed a better workforce 
management system to provide 
greater employee scheduling 
flexibility and reduce attrition.

THE SOLUTION
Dish uses Calabrio Teleopti 
WFM and transitioned from 
traditional shift bidding to 
a more flexible preference-
based scheduling process. They 
piloted a system that allows 
employees to create personal 
schedules based on their needs 
and constraints.
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RESULTS AFTER TRANSITION TO A PREFERENCE-BASED APPROACH
Dish achieved a 7% increase in schedule efficiency — which was calculated using the standard deviation of the 
relative difference by day — and also increased agent morale and engagement.

RESULTS FROM SELF-SCHEDULING PILOT
Before deploying Calabrio Teleopti and Preference-Based Scheduling, Dish used manual Excel spreadsheets 
and shift bids to schedule 23 contact centers and multiple lines of business.  Now, combining Preference-Based 
Scheduling and Flex has increased scheduling efficiency more than 5% — allowing Dish to provide JD Power-
winning customer service with fewer resources and less time invested.

The graphs below represent a single day of Dish’s forecasted need and scheduled agents by interval.  In both 
graph’s the forecasted need  is the same.  The first  graph shows how Preference Based Scheduling filled the need, 
while the second graph shows the increase in scheduled agents in needed intervals when the self-scheduled 
agents are added in.
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